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Now  confirmed by  others  since  this  image  was  made:  that  single  bright  pixel  is  Comet  67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko,. A speed of nearly 70,000 Kph, a distance of half a million Km, and an estimated visual magnitude of
19 make this a tough target. See http://www.livecometdata.com/comets/67p-churyumov-gerasimenko/ for up-to-the-
minute (literally) data. Image by astrophotographers at SLOOH.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/councilcontacts.html

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday
before the monthly meeting. Meeting dates are on the following page. Any standard document format is fine (MSOffice,
OpenOffice, LibreOffice, AbiWord,) but plain text is preferred. Do not try to layout and format your article; your labour
will only be discarded. Graphics may be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified; indicate references to them
within the text. Do not consider your article successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Council Posit ions Name email @ edmontonrasc.com

Honourary President Doug Hube

President Ross Sinclair president

Past  President Peter Hall past_president

Vice President Luca Vanzella vice_president

General Secretary Kent Martens secretary

Treasurer Jay Lavender treasurer

Nat ional Council Representat ive

Nat ional Council Representat ive

Public Educat ion Director Geoff Robertson public_education

Fundraising Coordinator Peter Hall fundraising_coord

Councillor Orla Aaquist councillors

Councillor Clayton Knoll councillors

Councillor Sharon Morsink councillors

Councillor Franklin Loehde councillors

Councillor John Woolley councillors

Internal Communicat ions Off icer Michael Ward internal_communications

Observing Group Director Larry Wood observing_group

Membership Secretary Massimo Torri membership

New Member Advisor Murray Paulson new_member_advisor

Appointed Off icers

Stardust  Editor Michael Ward editor

Web Site Coordinator Luca Vanzella webmaster

Library Coordinator  Mark Zalcik library

Archive Liaison Roxy Garstad archive

Equipment  Director Ross Sinclair equipment

Other Posit ions

Light  Pollut ion Abatement  Chair Bruce McCurdy lightpollution

Telescope Rentals Orla Aaquist rentals

Outreach Coordinator Dave Robinson outreach

Dark Sky Preserve Coordinator Sherrilyn Jahrig dsp.coordinator

http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc
https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=22717338932
http://edmontonrasc.com/
http://edmontonrasc.com/councilcontacts.html


Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in Telus World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza, 10543 – 124 St. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in the 5th floor observatory of the CCIS  *   Building 
on the U of A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may 
attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS 2014

MEETINGS 2015

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 

SLOOH Survey for RASC members by Franklin Loehde

For those members that have used our Centre account or their own personal account to take pictures from the telescopes on the Canary
Islands and/or Chile when it was operating, I would like to hear from you so as to assess the potential and existing uses for our broader
memberships and others affiliated with us. 

You can reach me, Franklin Loehde, at franklinloehde @ yahoo dot com
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MONEY MOTIONS

The following motions require membership review and vote at the January 2014 Regular Meeting.
 

• Moved that a budget of $9,700 be committed for guest speakers at Centre meetings and public events in 2015.
• Moved that $12,000 be contributed to the SkyScan project for 2015.
• Moved that $3,650 be used to rent a storage locker in 2015.
• Moved that $3,000 be used to pay for student bursaries to attend the 2015 ISSET Space Academy.

Nominations for Elected Council Positions 2015-2016

Below is the slate of nominations for Council positions to be elected to 2-year terms at the January 2015 Annual General Meeting. 
Additional nominations will be accepted from the floor at the AGM.

President Luca Vanzella
Past President Ross Sinclair
Vice President Sharon Morsink
General Secretary Kent Martens
Treasurer Jay Lavender
Co-National Council Rep Ross Sinclair
Co-National Council Rep [vacant]

Public Education Director Geoff Robertson
Fundraising Coordinator Peter Hall
Councillor-at-Large Clayton Knoll
Councillor-at-Large Alister Ling
Councillor-at-Large John Woolley
Councillor-at-Large Alex Neilson
Councillor-at-Large Tom Owen
Internal Communications Officer Michael Ward
Observing Group Director Larry Wood
Membership Secretary Massimo Torri
New Member Advisor Murray Paulson

My journey (so far, sigh) into High Dynamic Range Time Lapse  by Alister Ling

The choice of a second hobby will be of one at least as frustrating as astronomy already is.

• Dave Lane, footnote (1), former National RASC president, Editor of 
Observer's Calendar, creator of ECU planetarium software.

It's not deliberate, it just typically works out that way for
many of us. Maybe it's a related expression of the "astro gene"
common to us all.  Believe me, I  want  this  to  be  easy. If  I've
missed an approach that is, please let me know! I'd take a Pro
version  if  it  would  actually  do  what  I  need  for  a  couple  of

hundred dollars, but I'm not convinced they would work on this
time lapse Moon problem.

The HDR concept: Take long and short exposures then
merge them into a single image, capturing the faint detail and the
information in the highlights.
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Aside: Some people react strongly against HDR, and no
surprise: lurid, surreal images are all too easy to make with the
software out there. But us astronomers, many without realizing
it, love it: those fantastic images in magazines (some taken with
the  Hubble  Space  Telescope)  revealing  the  faintest  wisps  of
galaxy tails spiralling into amazing detail within the cores of the
interacting nuclei? HDR. Back in the 80s,  David Malin wowed
us with his unsharp-masking technique using film.

The reality is that we love it  when it is well done. The
arguments  and flame wars about  truth and art  erupt when the
subject  is  terrestrial. Fundamentally, there is  no absolute truth,
just interpretation and taste: at night when you wake up, your
room  is  in  shades  of  gray.  A picture  showing  colours  "feels
wrong" yet you must accept that your eyes in fact are not telling
you the truth about the colour! I have difficulty accepting astro-
landscapes of the Milky Way arching over green grass and shrubs
with red leaves. The colours are real, but they are jarring against
my personal experience, so the image is unsatisfying. Yet if the
photographer  applied  a  wash  of  white  light  to  pick  up  those
colours,  suddenly  it  would  be  okay,  because  it  matches  my
experience.

HDR-ing the Moon

My (as yet incomplete) search has taken me much more
time than I would have liked. It began more than a year ago, and
after some initial unsatisfactory results, I gave up for a while, so I
could concentrate on taking the pictures. Now I have a whack of
images  and  I  want  to  create  something  with  them! There  are
many options out  there,  from free  (enfuse,  GIMP,  Luminance
HDR) to cost (Photoshop, Lightroom, Photomatix). A while ago,
I  purchased  ImagesPlus,  advanced  software  for  astronomical
image processing, and found out it too does HDR.

 Half my problem is finding the right  settings to create
ONE image. The other half is finding software that will create
the other 300 in a batch process. Even with saved settings, I'm
not about to manually load 300 triplets for  one time lapse let
alone for several events! At the moment, for the ones that have
the facility to run in batch, I haven't been able to figure out the
settings!

Here's  a  result  (I'm  not  happy  with)  from  the  enfuse
software:

Why doesn't the software handle this better? I'm thinking
it might have to do with allowing the very top of the range to go
to white (or 255 on the more familiar 8-bit scale). That's okay for
clouds/streetlights/stars and the cores of galaxies or nebulae, but
with the Moon, we need the viewer to see a contrast between the
highlands  and  the  Maria.  The  highlands  can  be  255,  but  the
Maria  have  to  be  less  than  253  for  our  eyes  to  notice  the
difference! My guess is that most of the HDR merging is done

linearly,  but I'll need something more logarithmic.
GIMP  (It  may  be  an  acronym  for  Generic  Image

Manipulation  Program,  but  the  name  doesn't  inspire
confidence!), is a free, community-developed, downscale version
of Photoshop. [Editor's note: GIMP = GNU Image Manipulation
Program] It has a plug-in "exposure-blend" which is effectively
a digital  version of  David Malin's  unsharp-masking technique.
Automatic settings (for daytime photography) produce this:
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But the associated tutorial at 
http://tir.astro.utoledo.edu/jdsmith/code/exposure_blend.php has 

some modifications to allow more control, so when I turned off 
the automatic settings, I got this, much closer!

But now my problem is that this doesn't work in batch! However,
I think I can use ImageMagick to perform similar functions, and 

then it is easy for me to batch run ImageMagick. Stay tuned!

Interstellar (movie review) by Geoff Robertson

Do not go gentle into that good night. Rage, rage against the dying of the light. – Dylan Thomas

“Blight” has ravaged Earths crops. The only food crop that
still  grows is corn. Dust  storms blow across the landscape. In
schools,  student  aptitude  tests  are  aimed at  finding  who  will
make the best farmers. Widower ex NASA test pilot Joe Cooper
(Matthew McConaughey) is one of these farmers living on the
ol’ homestead with his father in law Donald (John Lithgow) his
teenage son Tom (Timothée Chalamet) and ten year old daughter
Murphy/Murph (Mackenzie Foy). Murph is in trouble at school
for doing a school report using her dad’s old books that present
the Moon landings as fact when it is common knowledge that the
Moon landings were a hoax intended to bankrupt the USSR. We
can’t have people thinking about space travel when there is corn
to harvest, people to feed. In addition, she’s convinced there is a
ghost in the house trying to send her messages. Skeptical at first

Joe notices patterns in the dust made by this “ghost” that seems
to be a binary code. The coded message leads Cooper to a secret
installation where the remnants of NASA are working on a plan
to  transplant  humanity  to  a  new  home.  And  so  begins
Christopher  Nolan’s  latest  film  Interstellar, where  this  bleak
future Earth has robotic combines to help with the harvest and
people drive around in old pickup trucks. 

At  NASA,  Cooper  meets  his  old  mentor  Prof  Brand
(Michael Cain) who informs him that things are much worse than
just having corn for three meals a day. The “Blight” not only is
destroying the food supply, it is changing the atmosphere. Those
who do  not  starve  will  suffocate.  Brand asks Cooper to  fly  a
mission to find a new home for our species. It seems someone or
something has created a wormhole near Saturn and the first three
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expeditions sent to investigate have sent back encouraging results
after  venturing  into  the  wormhole,  but  their  fate  is  unknown.
Cooper agrees to fly the mission, which leads to a heartbreaking
scene  where  “Murph”  pleads  with  him  not  to  go.  Even  the
“ghost” wants him to stay, but Cooper has to do what a man’s got
to do and leaves with a promise he will see his daughter again. In
what I thought was a mash up of The Right Stuff and Apollo 13
Cooper,  Brand's  daughter  Amelia  (Anne  Hathaway),  Romilly
(David Gyasi), Doyle (Wes Bently), and a couple smart-mouthed
robots named TARS and CASE lift off for adventure.       

Like Nolan’s last film Inception, there is a lot to take in,
and even though it’s almost three hours long, the story moves
along at a good clip. Without giving away too much, let me say
that a black hole and it’s distortion of space and time is key to the
plot; while at times the science is a bit dodgy, it is vital to the
story. Even so, this is nothing like the 1979 Disney stinker  The
Black Hole.

“My God, It’s full of stars.”
Nolan has made no secret of his admiration for Kubrick’s

2001 - A Space Odyssey, and he pays tribute to it when Cooper
and  the  crew  on  the  good  ship  Endurance encounter  the
wormhole. Only it’s not a hole, it’s a sphere and it is full of stars,
and  galaxies.  The  journey  through  the  wormhole  is  very
reminiscent of Bowman’s trip through the star gate in 2001. This
film  is  sure  to  win  some technical  awards  come Oscar  time.
Visually  stunning,  I  saw it  at  an  AVX  theatre  and  the  sound
during the trip into the wormhole made me feel like I was along
for  the  ride.  Inside  the  ship,  it  sounded like it  would be  torn
apart. Scenes outside the ship, in the vacuum of space happen

without a sound.  
Once through the wormhole, the crew home in on signals

sent  by  the  previous  expeditions  from  three  possible  habitual
worlds orbiting a black hole. As is seen in the trailers, one of the
worlds  is  a  barren arctic  planet  with clouds of  ice,  another  is
water  covered  with  towering  tidal  waves.  There  is  conflict,
humour  and  sacrifice  on  the  other  side  of  the  wormhole.  At
times,  it  was  difficult  to  make  out  some  dialogue  over  Hans
Zimmer’s score, and other times it was just loud. 

Alright Alright Alright 
Interstellar shows  a  universe  of  not  three  but  five

dimensions,  time and  gravity  being  the  other  two,  all  coming
together  to  move  the  story  along.  McConaughey  is  great  as
Cooper.  He  is  the  reluctant  hero torn  between his  family  and
saving humanity from extinction. With the Dylan Thomas poem
as a theme in his motives, Michael Cain’s Professor Brand is the
wise father figure, not only to McConaughey’s Cooper, but also
to the adult Murphy (Jessica Chastain) now a brillant physisist
working for  NASA.  The  climax of  the  film is  satisfying,  and
unlike Kubrick’s 2001, I didn’t need to read the book to know
exactly what was going on at the end. Has it got some problems
with the science? Sure it  does. I’ve never seen a Sci-Fi movie
that  hasn’t had to bend the laws of physics to move the story
along, but it’s not stupid science like, say, Armageddon. Does the
story have problems? There is a paradox that, if you think about
it, will have you going “hey wait a second”, but if it were not
there,  you would have no story. Despite  all  this,  I  thoroughly
enjoyed  the  film  and  would  recommend seeing  it  on  the  big
screen. 
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Telrad finder scope: External Power and Blink by Kent Martens

This  article  explains  how  I  did  some  custom
modifications.  If  you want  to  A) run  your Telrad  on  external
power  or  B) have  your  Telrad  reticle  blink  on  and  off  when
looking at very faint objects, read on. The former is handy when
you're  forgetful,  and who isn't,  and you forget  to  turn off  the

Telrad at the last  observing session.  Bingo,  dead battery. The
latter is good when trying to navigate somewhere and the next
guidepost is some fifth or sixth magnitude star you can't quite
make out because the reticle image just gets in the way.

A: External Power Take 12 volts in through either an RCA jack 
or a 2.1mm connector, depending on whether you're using a wall-
wort or not.  Feed the power to the LM7805 with a .33uF cap on 
the input side and a 0.1uF cap on the output side.  If you want to 
use a 3 Volt Zener with a 15 ohm current limiting resistor 
(resistor between the 7805 and the Zener with 3 volts tapped off 
the high side of the diode) you can but I don't bother with mine.  

Then just break into the power lines feeding the LED and
the pot on the side of the Telrad and, voila, external power.

B: Blinky Reticle Take the 5 Volts from the 7805 and insert an 
extra 1uF electrolytic as a filter on the output.  Follow the 
schematic on the manufacturer's datasheet to hook up a duty 
cycle oscillator.  Go to page 10:

http://pdf1.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/view/8979/NSC/LM555.html

RA or R1 is 5.1 Mohms, RB or R2 is 2.0 Mohms and both
caps are 0.1 microfarads.  I switch the output to the LED so I can
have either a steady reticle or a blinky one.  The values for the
resistors and caps as given yield  an on/off cycle with a period of
about a second and a half and a duty cycle about 50%.  The pot

controlling the brightness of the LED still works like always.
Because my Telrad is always the first thing to fog up, a

couple of 330 ohm 1/2 Watt resistors glued to the inside  beside
the clear screen are useful.  Take the power straight off the 12
Volt supply and wire them in parallel.
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BILL OF MATERIALS FOR TELRAD OSCILLATOR

ITEM VALUE DIGIKEY # COST PER
C1 0.1uF BC1160CT-ND 0.53
C2 0.1uF BC1160CT-ND 0.53
C3 0.33uF 478-5097-ND 0.88
C4 0.1uF BC1160CT-ND 0.53
C5 1uF P15831CT-ND 0.42
J1 12V In A1921-ND 0.17
J2 Heater Out A1921-ND 0.17
J3 LED Out A1921-ND 0.17
R1 5.1M CF18JT5M10CT-ND 0.13
R2 2.0M CF18JT2M00CT-ND 0.13
SW1 Blink On-Off 360-3266-ND 5.09
U1 LM7805 LM7805CT-ND 0.81
U2 LM555C LM555CNFS-ND 0.56

Power Input RCA CP-1412-ND 2.13
Power Input 2.1mmx6.0mm CP-011A-ND 2.25

http://pdf1.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/view/8979/NSC/LM555.html


20” SCOPE FOR SALE by Bob Drew

It is always hard to part with an old friend, one with which
you've shared many great memories. That's what I have to deal
with now because of cursed arthritis. So I'm now looking for a
good home for my observing partner - my 20" F4 custom-built
telescope.  First,  let  me  share  just  a  few  of  my  memorable
experiences with it.

My  favourite  experience  was  more  cerebral  than
observational  -  the  deepest  we had gone  -  the  gravitationally-
lensed  Twin  Quasar  in  Ursa  Major  QSO 0957+561 A/B.  The
light we saw had started on its way here well before our Earth
formed!  It  formed  a  dim  (17m)  grey, extended  oval,  (almost
splitting the two images of the same quasar) A few members saw
it in two consecutive exceptionally dark and transparent spring
nights in the mid-1990s, from Blackfoot. This exotic object was
discovered  only  as  recently  as  1979  with  tons  of  interesting
science. The intervening lens (a huge galaxy/cluster) sends part
of the light down a longer path so that the light forming one of
the two images of the same quasar arrived measurably later. I
recommend reading the succession of papers which showed the
evolution of our knowledge of gravitational lensing.

I enjoy interacting galaxies and clusters and hit the mother
lode the same night. Our small group shared amazing views of
the giant Coma galaxy cluster centering on the huge ellipticals
NGC 4889 and 4874. You would see ten galaxies in field after
field. It was like picking clusters of grapes. Larry swept up well
over a hundred. 

Some members used the 20" to split  the 5th member of
Stephan's Quintet at Cypress Hills. Even with brighter extended
objects, aperture allows you to study faint details. An interesting
example  was  NGC 2359 where  different  filters  clearly  reveal
differing information, like a Bubble nebula on steroids.

I like deep sky observing because of the variety of objects
it offers. There is a special and personal connection when you
detect the object thru your eyepiece, even if dim, and later study
the fascinating science behind it. But you need aperture, which is
why I chose the rewarding but still portable 20". 

My  goal  was  to  design  a  scope  that  would  approach

reliable, institutional observatory standards, keeping the simple
Newtonian light path as accurately aligned as possible. F4 was
selected  to  keep eyepiece  height  at  zenith  to  a  minimum, for
personal and public star party viewing. Only a single-step stool is
necessary. It had to be transportable without excessive assembly.
I originally designed it to fit in the station wagon I owned at the
time, a Ford Taurus. The tube breaks down into two parts - the 79
lb.  detachable  9"  tall  primary  mirror/cell  enclosure  which  is
located with large stainless steel  pins.  Its  sub-frame is welded
and milled aluminum and a  case  of  Finnish  aircraft  plywood,
carbon fibre, with 4 sailing hatches for ventilation.

The 72" long tube assembly, with all the welded trusses,
alt bearings, secondary and JMI motorized focuser weighs 75 lbs.
The 8 truss pairs include a welded cross piece which changes
their resonance. Thin wall aluminum welding is a special skill
and  I  was  fortunate  to  get  the  services  of  a  senior  welding
instructor  at  NAIT. My design  is  a  true  Surrerier  truss design
with welded trusses from both sides of the balance point where
the altitude bearing is centred. It was designed to be balanced, so
no counterweights  are needed.  A 24" Lexan upper light  baffle
extension is used while observing. 

The  OTA is  simply  placed  on  the  aluminum and  steel
reinforced rocker box, which rotates on an oversize ball bearing
on a welded and machined flat  aluminum ground board.  Total
assembly time is about 5 minutes! Because all the welded tube
rings  were  machined  flat  and  true,  it  always  re-assembles
accurately  and  collimation  is  very  seldom  necessary  between
uses.

Optics:  The  Primary  Mirror  is  a  20"  x  2"  thick  (for
stability), F4 by Galaxy Optics. Mounted in a custom Kenneth
Novak cast aluminum 18 pt. Cell. I returned the mirror to Galaxy
in 2013 to be  re-alumunized with their  latest  high  reflectivity
coating. I have only used it once since - at SSSP Cypress Hills in
2013. I also got interferometric test results for the mirror.

The Secondary is a 4.24" fused silica, figured by Barry
Arnold and coated by PAP in Kenneth Novak heavy duty holder
and custom heavy duty spider. 
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PROJECT COSTS
Optics - Paid for tested and recoated 20" Primary $5,087.00
Fused Silica Secondary Arnold Optics $745  .00

$5,833.35

Novak Primary Cell & spider/ holder; Finder & mount $1,749.89
Total Paid: Optics, Cells/hardware, finders $7,583.00

Total paid for Materials$2,416.00
Total paid for professional Aluminum Welding Machining, Milling $3,578.00
Custom AstroSystems white Telescope cover $145.00
Paid Brand new Feather Touch focuser $418.00
TOTAL PAID $14,140.00

OPTIONAL:
Round Table Equatorial Tracking Platform with hand paddle/ battery $965.00
Used only 3 times briefly.

SPARES - included at no cost
• One Complete spare replacement welded aluminum A-frame Truss 
• Uncompleted All aluminum Rocker Box with some milling, ready for trimming & welding. For a complete aluminum 

telescope.

Since  it  is  a  custom  telescope,  I  kept  receipts  for
insurance.

Regretfully I cannot donate the scope but would like to
recover  some  of  my  costs.  The  current  replacement  cost  in
Edmonton for a Galaxy Optics 20" F4 is about $7750, plus the

secondary. Although I know that I cannot expect to receive the
$15,000  that  I  spent  for  it,  I  would  at  least  like  to  recover
something more than the value of the optics alone. My hope is
that this will go to an observer, institution, or club locally, or at
least stay in Western Canada. Contact me to discuss.

CONTACT: Bob Drew, Member, RASC Edmonton Centre, robertdrew at shaw  ca .
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Northern Prairie Star Party 2014 by Rick and Susan Bramm

This was the eleventh year that the Northern Prairie Star
Party was held at the Black Nugget Lake camp ground south east
of Tofield. The event officially started on Tuesday, September 23
and  ended  Sunday,  September  28  –  with  most  of  our  group
activities occurring on Saturday, September 27. This year’s event
attracted  50  participants  including  returnees  and  newcomers.
Unfortunately  we  were  beset  by  cold  and  rainy  weather  that
prevented observing on our two big nights – Friday and Saturday.
This bad luck was more than offset by lots of discussion amongst
participants and camaraderie around the first-ever campfire held
on Saturday night when the skies were completely clouded over. 

Our Saturday program was well attended. Massimo Torri
(Edmonton  Centre  RASC  executive  member)  gave  us  a  very
interesting  tutorial  on  lunar  and  planetary  astroimaging.  Paul
Hickson (Professor,  Department  of  Physics  and  Astronomy,
UBC)  provided  an  informative  update  on  the  use  and  future
development  of  extremely  large  telescopes.  Doug  Hube
(Professor  Emeritus,  Department  of  Physics,  University  of
Alberta)  gave  a  very  interesting  and  entertaining  talk  entitled
“How to build a black

hole - An impractical guide for beginners.” Carlos Lange
(Associate  Professor,  Department  of  Mechanical  Engineering,
University) spoke about recent Mars missions and the cycle of
water on Mars (see photo of our speakers).

We concluded with our pot-luck BBQ held close to the
cook  shelter  featuring  hamburgers  and  hot  dogs  and  many
wonderful salads,  hot dishes and desserts. Before dispersing to

the warmth of  our shelters  or the camp fire,  we took a group
photo (see our group photo). 

A big thank you goes out to our presenters as well as a
number of others who helped with getting the supplies together,
setting  up  and  cleaning  up  and  barbecuing,  including  among
others:  Luca  Vanzella,  Ross  Sinclair,  Warren  Finlay,  Kent
Martens, Doug and Joan Hube, and Pat Nolan.

We distributed 28 door prizes, including several types of
eyepieces  and  filters,  two tool  sets,  a  digital  compass,  books,
children’s  binoculars  and  card  games,  calendars,  flashlights,
Science  Shop gift  certificates  and a beginner  Celestron 70mm
Travel  Scope.  Thanks  to  All-Star  Telescope  from Didsbury,
Edmonton’s Science Shop,  Warren Finlay and the Edmonton
RASC for contributing prizes. In addition, we awarded a prize
for  completion  of  the  Level  3  Observing  Certificate  list  to
Patrick  Heinz,  who  was  able  to  observe  and  record  the  ten
objects  listed  on  the  clear-sky  Wednesday  and  Thursday
evenings. 

We  also  had  another  distinctive  t-shirt,  featuring  a
photograph  of  a  moon  rise  over  the  newly  illuminated  High
Level Bridge in Edmonton, taken by Luca Vanzella (below). 

Mark your calendars for next year’s Northern Prairie Star
Party, September 8 to13, 2015. We will begin our planning in the
spring, arranging for speakers. If you have suggestions or would
like to lend a hand with organizing this fun event, please get in
touch with us.
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Susan and Rick Bramm
Northern Prairie Star Party Coordinators

RASC Edmonton Centre

Northern Prairie Star Party 2014 participants.
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Northern Prairie Star Party 2014 distinguished speakers. L > R, Carlos Lange, Paul Hickson, Massimo Tori, Doug Hube.
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